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MD's Message
We are a Dubai Municipality-approved and accredited

specialized cleaning service provider. Established over a

decade, we aim to provide high-quality services and make

our mark in the robust cleaning industry in the UAE.

The rapid development of Dubai and the UAE prompts

effective sustainability programs focusing on preserving the

environment. We offer environment-friendly services and

constantly monitor our operation’s environmental aspects

and impacts.

We endeavor to provide complete customer satisfaction by

adopting the latest technological advancements through

acquiring state-of-the-art equipment, implementing scientific

methodologies, and employing highly competent personnel.

International standards govern our operations, and we hold

certification for our Integrated Management System that

includes ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, and ISO 45001

2018.

We attribute our success to the efficiency and

professionalism of our Management and Staffs. However, we

strongly believe in the principle of “Doing it right the first

time” and that our resolve towards excellence is fused with

the conviction that “Everything is possible.”

Joseph John
Managing Director, Owner
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About Us
Our mission at RONS Enviro Care 
is simple: to provide high-quality 
services for our valued clients. 
Our team goes above and 
beyond to cater to each project’s 
specific needs. Through open 
communication and exceptional 
service, we hope you’ll find what 
you’re looking for with our 
Cleaning and Facilities 
Management Services. 

RONS Enviro Care LLC was established in 1997 with its grease

trap cleaning service in UAE's fast-developing economy.

Environmental changes were imminent, requiring the

specialized cleaning industry to play a significant role in

safeguarding the environment. With this anticipation of a

massive volume of business opportunities, RONS started to

venture into other technical cleaning activities such as water

tank cleaning, drain line jetting, and sewage tank cleaning

services. Through further growth, RONS integrated more

services in line with our core business, including AC duct

cleaning, kitchen exhaust system cleaning, and others. In

addition, with the ever-growing scope of work, RONS ventured

into the facilities management side of the sector,

complementing our already established line of services.

Coupled with additional services like CCTV Inspections of

pipelines, we at RONS have offered our clients a complete

package of specialized and facilities management services to

cover all eventual needs. As a result, as of 2021, we have

collected and disposed of approximately 490 000 gallons of FOG

waste per month, making RONS the most prominent collector

and disposer of grease trap waste in the Emirates.

RONS Enviro Care, one of the oldest specialized cleaning companies in the UAE, is ISO (ISO 9001

2015, ISO 14001 2015, ISO 45001 2018) certified, and a three-time awardee of the Dubai Municipality

Appreciation Awards. In addition, in early 2021, RONS was awarded the MECHF (Middle East

Cleaning, Hygiene Facilities Awards) Specialized Cleaning Company of the Year and Excellence in

Grease Trap Cleaning.

Looking to the future, in addition to our branches within Abu Dhabi and Sharjah, we hope to expand

our services across all other Emirates further, wherein the registration process has been initiated.

Furthermore, The Company aims to continue providing quality services for our customer's

satisfaction.
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Our Services
RONS Enviro Care LLC is committed to
getting the job done, especially when it
comes to this service. You can count on
us to be professional, timely, efficient
and make sure you’re satisfied every
step of the way.

We’re proud to provide community members with top-

notch service. Our clients love working with us, many of

them returning as repeat customers. Get in touch to let us

know what we can do for you today.

Specialized Cleaning Services
AC Duct Cleaning

KES Cleaning and Installation

Water Tank Cleaning 

Sewage and Sump Pit Cleaning

Waste Water Disposal

Drain Line Jetting

Grease Trap Services
Grease Trap Cleaning

Waste Water Removal and Disposal

Dosing System

Assessment, supply and maintenance

Facilities Management
Air Conditioning and Ventilation Services

Electrical Services

Plumbing Services

Generator and UPS System Services

Commercial Kitchen and Air Conditioning Solutions

Civil Works

Infrastructure Works

Carpentry Works

CCTV Pipe Inspection

Pipe Rehabilitation

Sewage and Holding Tank Cleaning

Underwater Services
Swimming Pool Repair Services

Diving and Marine Services
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Specialized 
Cleaning 
Services

Head Office: RONS Enviro Care Building, 
Industrial Area 1, Ras Al Khor, PO Box 52580, Dubai, UAE
Toll-free: 800-RONS (7667)
Email: info@rons.ae

www.ronsenvirocare.com



AC Duct Cleaning

AC Ducts are susceptible to contaminants and

significantly contribute to diminished indoor air quality.

Dust, dirt, pollen, animal hair, and other airborne

pollutants pulled in during the air conditioning system

are spawned out through the vents circulating within the

building or structure.

Cleaning and disinfection of the supply and exhaust

AC ducts using HEPA filters and agitators (wipers)

Conduct before and after air quality tests by DM

accredited 3rd Party Laboratory

Work photos and videos of the cleaning activities and

associated After Service Reports will be provided

upon completion of the work

How RONS can help you?

RONS provides the most comprehensive cleaning and

disinfection program with the latest technological

equipment and an in-depth work sequence and

implements measures to reduce identified risks and

hazards according to existing local and international

standards. Depending on accessibility, the cleaning

methodology may include utilizing a roto brush mounted

on a Tractor Vehicle / Robot. A vital feature of this device

is its video graphics capabilities providing real-time

inspection of images and videos during duct cleaning.

Additionally, the process includes negative air pressure

and HEPA filters.

As part of our support services, RONS assist in

conducting Indoor Air Quality Test subject to clients'

approval.

RONS can perform the following: 

Sample before and after photos.

Before

After
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KES Cleaning

A Kitchen Exhaust System (KES) is a system that allows

the safe extraction of cooking emissions directly at the

cooking station before they are allowed to

mix/contaminate the surrounding air. The emissions are

drawn into the kitchen hood by the exhaust fan, drafted

through the ducting to an ESP (Electrostatic Precipitator

Filter) or Ecology Unit, and omitted out of the

kitchen/building as cleaner air. 

Hygienic environments

Fire deterrents

Good, clean air flow

Quick and professional service

How RONS can help you?

RONS offers an unrivaled kitchen duct and exhaust

cleaning service, ensuring safe and hygienic usage. Our

ability to deliver flexible timings with efficient and

powerful cleaning techniques ensures your kitchen does

not suffer.

Benefits of Kitchen Duct and Exhaust Cleaning

Sample before and after photos.

Before

After
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Water Tank Cleaning

A water tank is a container for water storage for domestic

and industrial uses. Among these applications are

emergency fire suppression, irrigation, and the provision

of drinking water and faucets for cleaning. Water storage

tanks come in a variety of shapes and sizes. It can be

horizontal, vertical, underground, potable, or made from

steel, stone, fiberglass, or concrete. However, increasing

corrosion and leakage in the water tank and bacterial

growth pose threats to the tank.

Clean and safe water supply

Effective in stopping the spread of disease and bacteria

Deep clean solutions

Cleaning and disinfection of hot and cold water

systems.

Flushing of hot and cold water networks.

Chlorination or equivalent chemical disinfection of

water systems.

How RONS can help you?

RONS specializes in providing Water Tank Cleaning and

Disinfection Services according to Dubai Municipality

Guidelines for the Control of Legionella in Water Systems

issued on 25th June 2010.

Benefits:

Other services:

Sample before and after photos.

Before

After
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Sewage and Sump Pit Cleaning

Sump/Sewage pits are holes designed to catch water and

other spilled fluids. They are most commonly found in

basements, where the pits dry the water away from the

rest of the basement to prevent flooding. The presence of

sludge in the sump pit/lift station will result in blockages

and cause the sump pump to malfunction. These

wastewaters may also contain disease-causing germs and

pollutants that must be treated to protect human health

and the environment. Thus, regular cleaning of the

pit/tanks is required to ensure that it continues to work as

it should.

Reduced pump damage – due to fewer waste

deposits

Free-flowing waste

Overflow and contamination

Waste water removal

Cleaning of septic tanks

Blockage and drain clearing

How RONS can help you?

RONS offers affordable, convenient, and efficient

alternative cleaning services for sump pits, lift stations,

and sewage tanks of various types, sizes, and depths.

The company's vehicles have been innovatively designed

to operate in areas with limited workspace and vertical

clearance. With RONS, you can have your property's

sump pits, sewage tank cleaned, and garbage hauled

away.

Reasons for cleaning:

Extra services that RONS can perform:

Sample before and after photos.

Before

After
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Drain blockages (Floor Traps, Sinks, Shower, etc.)

Soil waste (Manhole blockage, etc.)

Grease blockage

Concrete, screed, other hard blockages

Other building materials

Full system cleaning

How RONS can help you?

RONS is equipped with high-pressure cleaning solutions

and state of art Drain Line Jetting units ready to solve

clients’ blocking/clearing problems. Can clean and

remove blockages/debris from drainage networks with

pipe diameter (ranging from DN 75 mm up to DN 2000

mm through all sectors commercial, residential/domestic,

and industrial (Oil and Gas)

Furthermore, our experts are highly qualified and trained

technicians always ready to help in clearing/cleaning any

blocked or clogged pipelines throughout the Emirates.

RONS can perform the following services;

Drain Line Jetting

A drain line jetting process involves using high-pressure

water streams through specially designed nozzles to

dislodge and clear obstructions of a sewer and drain line,

as well as performing regular maintenance to avoid

sewage backups. It is now known to be good at cleaning

and preventing blockages in water lines and sewer lines –

it can even prevent tree roots from breaking in.

 

Whatever the location is, drain line jetting is essential to

keeping drains and sewer lines in optimal condition,

preventing damage and mitigating further deterioration. 
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Grease
Trap

Services

Head Office: RONS Enviro Care Building, 
Industrial Area 1, Ras Al Khor, PO Box 52580, Dubai, UAE
Toll-free: 800-RONS (7667)
Email: info@rons.ae

www.ronsenvirocare.com



Removal, cleaning, and disposal of grease,

wastewater, and solidified elements from the grease

trap

Providing the grease trap dosing system helps slow

down and stop clogging.

Installation and supply of grease traps equipment

Assessment, supply, and maintenance

Grease Trap acts as a filter to remove fats and oils from

water before entering the municipal waste system. Since

fats and oils can clog a sewer system, using a grease trap

ensures that the sewer system runs smoothly.

A grease trap looks like a large box or barrel spliced into

the water drainage line. When the water enters the

grease trap, it cools down, allowing the lighter oil to

precipitate out to the top. A series of baffles in the

grease trap collect oil and chunks of material while the

water sinks to the bottom. An exit pipe at the base of the

grease trap allows the treated water to flow out while

the grease remains enclosed on top.

 Why Grease Trap is cleaned?

A grease trap will lose efficiency if it is not cleaned

regularly. It is possible for the grease trap to clog

eventually, resulting in water backups into the kitchen.

To ensure that the grease trap operates at peak

efficiency, a cleaning rotation and log are usually

maintained. In addition, health inspectors may

periodically inspect the grease trap to ensure that it

works properly and that all water in the establishment is

treated before draining into the sewer. 

 How RONS can help you?

Grease Trap Cleaning

Sample before and after photos.

Before

After
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Facilities
Management

Head Office: RONS Enviro Care Building, 
Industrial Area 1, Ras Al Khor, PO Box 52580, Dubai, UAE
Toll-free: 800-RONS (7667)
Email: info@rons.ae

www.ronsenvirocare.com



Air Conditioning and Ventilation System
Air Conditioning and Ventilation System
(Installation, Repair, and Maintenance)
The fast-paced development & technological

advancement in today's infrastructure systems include

air conditioning units, ventilation systems, pumps, heat

exchangers, chillers, cooling towers, and lifting units.

etc., demands the service of highly qualified experts to

suitably address the sophisticated systems.

Benefiting from long years of experience in the

specialized services segment and facility management

industry, RONS FM provides our clients with the most

reliable services according to our core principle of

excellence. In addition, we offer highly trained experts

who strive to exceed our client's expectations.

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

 Retrofit Works

 3rd Party Inspection

 Cooling Tower Maintenance and Disinfections

Air Conditioning and Ventilation Services:

 Walking Chillers/Freezers Maintenance and Retrofit Works

 Air Balancing (Exhaust, AC, etc.)

 Duct Fabrication
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A building's MEP ( Electrical, Plumbing) system acts as its brain. Their

responsibility is to make a building livable and pleasant It is

imperative that a repair and maintenance team be involved in such

cases to ensure the structure's functionality RONS FM is the answer

to every MEP service concern your company or home might have.

Our highly skilled and well-trained workforce can execute the most

complex tasks and methodologies specifically designed for each

project requirement. RONS FM ensures that your infrastructure,

equipment, and facilities are well taken care of, ensuring optimal

performance and efficiency.

We offer our MEP and Civil Works services in new building projects,

fit-outs, retrofits, renovations etc.

Electrical and Plumbing Services

Electrical Services
 Testing of Transformer, Relays, and Cables
 Laying and termination of High Volt Cables
 Switchgear
 High and Low Voltage Transformers
 Electrical Control Works

 Water Heater Installation
 Bathroom Plumbing
 Kitchen Plumbing
 Pipes and Radiator Repairs
 Water Pump Repairs
 Leaks and Overflows Services

Plumbing Services
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Generator and UPS Services

Among our power system services are generators and

UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply). We are not just

committed to keeping clients' power supplies running

during blackouts and brownouts. Furthermore, we strive

to improve the sustainability and green energy

credentials of your company.

Our technicians have calibrated skills and deliver well-

polished output on every project.
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Commercial Kitchen Equipment and  
Air Conditioning Solution

Installation and Maintenance of KES

(Kitchen Exhaust System)

Installation and Maintenance of all Kitchen Equipment

including LPG Central Gas Line

Air Conditioning Unit Installation, Repair,

Maintenance, and Routine Service

Ducting Works

Installation and Maintenance of Cold Room/Storage,

Chillers, and Refrigerators

The trust of major UAE group companies has made RONS

Facilities Management one of the region's leading

suppliers of Commercial Kitchen Equipment and Air

Conditioning Systems.

With calibrated, experienced technicians, RONS delivers a

well-polished output on each project.

Services offered by RONS: 

www.ronsenvirocare.com
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Civil Works

 Carpentry

 Masonry projects (Construction / Demolishing)

 Design, install or repair drop/false ceilings

 Construction soffit, build decks or staircase

 Painting requirements (external or internal)

Our company specializes in remodeling, renovations, and

repairs for homes and offices. We work with clients to

ensure that ergonomics are incorporated into the space.

In addition to design phases, floor planning layout,

implementation, construction, commissioning, testing,

and maintenance, we also provide total fit-out solutions.

With swift turn-around and artistry, RONS FM specializes

in providing workstations, customized tables, sleek

shelves, and cabinets. You can rely on the RONS FM team

to ease the burden of building or renovating.

A range of services provided by our skilled professionals,

including but not limited to:

www.ronsenvirocare.com



Infrastructure Services
Our Facilities Management Services can establish and

create an explicit requirement expressed by our clients,

including maintaining existing facilities through our vast

experience in specialized services. We are experts in the

upkeep of installed assets such as pipeline networks,

signboards, lighting, water features, etc. 

We are committed to ensuring that your daily operations

are streamlined as we assume responsibility for

managing the various infrastructure aspects of the

business.
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 Root infestation

 Blockage locating and identification

 Network mapping

 Structural defects (leaks, collapses, etc.)

CCTV pipe inspection is a highly advanced, fast,

effective, and safe technology that can perform

compliance inspections on pipelines and

drainage/sewage networks depending on pipe size,

material, and condition. Using easy-to-navigate

mainline and pushrod cameras and a high-speed

crawler, it can pass through debris, obstructions,

offsets, and curved inverts to pinpoint faults and

blockages in pipes.

Periodic inspection of pipelines and drainage/sewage

networks ensures the integrity of the sewage system.

In addition to horizontal components of a drainage

network, our services include the verification of vertical

risers of buildings. Like several of our services, the

technology and methodology implemented for CCTV

Pipe Inspection have various residential, commercial,

and industrial applications. The inspection scope

includes different pipe sizes with a diameter ranging

from 25mm - 1,000mm.

RONS Enviro Care utilizes the latest in pipe and

drainage inspection survey technology. This technology

allows us to provide our clients with the best pipeline

inspection and reporting available.

CCTV Drain and Pipeline Surveys can highlight a variety

of issues within pipe networks, such as:

 Illegal connection tapping

 Knowledge of unknown networks

 Mapping solutions Use

 Sewerage

 Storm Water

 Irrigation

 Combined (Soil and Waste Water)

 Riser Instances

 Other difficult-to-inspect spaces

Benefits of CCTV Investigations can also 

provide needed information on:

Use in a wide variety of drainage 

networks, such as:

CCTV Inspection equipment is suitable for 

Diameter (DN) sizes ranging from 

DN25mm to DN1500mm

CCTV Pipe Inspection
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Pipe Rehabilitation Solution

Pipe Rehabilitation is essentially repairing pipes without

the need for excavation. It is a pipe repair within an

existing pipe. Using NDT (Non-Distructive Testing)

Practices, RONS can repair defective pipes under

existing infrastructure, in most cases without shutdown.

We can use this service in various instances, such as

groundwater infiltration, root infestation, cracked or

damaged pipes, and much more.

The technology uses fiberglass or felt material,

impregnated and secured to a tailor-made packer that is

then pulled into the defective area.

From there it is inflated to cover this defect up to a

pressure that allows the impregnated material to press

against its host pipe (defective pipe) and is held there

until this repair has cured.

Once cured, the packer is removed, leaving the newly

installed material - the repair section - firmly and

permanently in place. 

These applications cut down the dependency on

excavations and in most cases only need two points of

access to pull the repair to cover the affected area.

We at RONS assess each leak, crack, misplaced joint, or

other such pipe defect using CCTV Inspection Surveys

and design a bespoke CIPP Repair (Local Patch Repair)

to suit each client’s needs. We pull a new repair over the

found/existing defect to create a new, defect-free

pipeline – all without the need for costly excavation and

infrastructure disruption.
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Pipe Rehabilitation Solution

Under Road infrastructure

Under buildings

Water features

Where is this used?

Groundwater infiltration

Root infestation

 Leaking riser

Open joint issues

Pipe modifications

Suitable for:

 uPVC

 HDPE

 GRP (Glass Reinforced Plastic)

 MS (Mild Steel)

 SS (Stainless Steel)

These pipe repairs are applicable to most pipe materials, such as:

Through diameter sizes ranging from DN50mm to DN1000mm

22www.ronsenvirocare.com

In conjunction with these methods, CCTV inspections and Pipe Cleaning services are essential. These 
services are required as part of the full scope when performing any repair. The CCTV inspection 
element is performed before the cleaning and repair work to properly locate and confirm a defective 
point.

From here, preparations are needed prior to installation by cleaning the affected area, whether it is 
through high-pressure water jet cleaning or other methods. These processes are a mandatory 
requirement to enable the repair to be installed, cleanly and successfully. 

Sample before and after photos.
Before After



Diving and 
Marine

Services

Head Office: RONS Enviro Care Building, 
Industrial Area 1, Ras Al Khor, PO Box 52580, Dubai, UAE
Toll-free: 800-RONS (7667)
Email: info@rons.ae

www.ronsenvirocare.com



Swimming Pool Repair

 Underwater survey and inspection

 Underwater Tiling Works

 Underwater Grouting Works

 Pool Grilles

 Miscellaneous Pool Works

 Swimming Pool Installation

RONS Enviro Care can carry out surveys and repairs

without draining the pool. Therefore, there is no

downtime and associated costs such as draining,

refilling, and chemical replacement.

A RONS dive team is composed of experienced and

certified divers who are capable of performing the job

quickly and efficiently. They are all equipped with high-

tech diving equipment, making them safe and able to

handle the job accurately. 

RONS diving team can perform the following
services:
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Commercial Diving and Marine Services

RONS offers a wide range of commercial and marine

diving services ranging from shallow to deep-water

exploration. Additionally, we can perform high-quality

underwater inspections and confined space

inspections. All our personnel dispatched were trained

and experienced in the said field. 

 Surveys, Inspections, and Maintenance

 Civil Engineering and Maritime Construction Support

 Underwater Mechanical Works

 Shipping, Marine, and Survey Works

RONS diving team can perform the following services:
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Why Choose Us?
RONS is a long-running cleaning company in UAE. Its

extensive experience in the market has developed a

good relationship and a reputation for good quality and

good service, enticing clients to stay.

With a vast array of technical equipment and a highly

trained workforce, RONS can cater to the client’s needs

on time and provide quality resolutions. In addition,

RONS has a vast fleet of service vehicles that could

reach the far points of the UAE. 

RONS have a customer service team standing by 24/7 to

accommodate clients if they have any questions or

need immediate assistance. The RONS team was

competent to react logically to any situation and deliver

an urgent response.

Compared to the previous year, RONS has increased

staff numbers, partly in line with administrative needs.

It enabled the company to provide clients with a quicker

turnaround in report delivery, more effective

communication, and efficient accounting. 
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Why Choose Us?

25+ Years Industry 
Experience

Services Across UAE

350+ Dedicated 
Workforce

6500+ Satisfied Clients

ISO and Dubai Municipality Certified

2020 MECHF Awardee
(Specialized Cleaning Company of the Year 
and Excellence in Grease Trap Cleaning)

Professional and Trained Cleaners
Equipped with Advanced Technology
and Machinery

94% Client Retention 
(2022)

14.4% New Clients for 
Year 2022

68+ Service Vehicles
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Our Clients

Dubai Mall 
IBN Batuta Mall
Mall of the Emirates
Wafi Mall
Burjuman Center
Deira City Center
Al Barsha Mall
Al Ghurair Center 
Bawadi Mall
Etihad Mall
Marina Malls
Nakheel Malls
Oasis Mall
Sharjah City Center
The Pointe

Shopping Malls
Union Cooperative
Ajman Cooperative
Carrefour
WestZone Group
Lulu Hypermarket
Al Maya Group
Choitram
Emirates Coop

Hypermarkets

McDonalds
KFC
Hardee’s
Burger King
Papa Johns
Pizza Hut
TGI Fridays
Tim Hortons
Krispy Kreme
Emirates Flight Catering 
Kitchen
Chicken Tikka
Coffee Club
Costa Coffee
Fish Market
Fusion Far Eastern
Grand Cafe

Restaurants

TAJ 
The Address Hotels
Rixos The Palm
Kempenski
Grosvernor House
Westin Hotel
Hyatt Hotels
Le Royal Meridian
Sheraton Group
Ramada Hotel
Movenpick Hotels
Marriott Hotels
Oberoi
ADNH Group
Paramount Hotels

Hotels
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Our Clients

Al Zahra Hospital
American Hospital
Rashid Hospital
Saudi German Hospital
Zuleka Hospital

Hospitals

Emaar
Deyaar
Meraas
Nakheel
Tecom Group

Developers

Emaar Community Mgmt
Jumeirah Island Community
Al Khail Gate
Dubai Knowledge Park
Dubai Media City
Dubai Sports City

Community Mgmt

Farnek Services
Emrill
Al Shirawi FM
Idama FM
Imdaad FM
BK Gulf
EFS FM
Enova FM
Khansaheb FM
Engie Cofley
Kidhmah

FM Company

Naval Ships
Private Yachts
Rig Platforms
Tankers Vessels

Offshore Projects

DHA
Dubai Municipality
Dubai Police
EXPO 2020
Ministry of Commerce
Ministry of Health
Dubai Chamber of Commerce
Dubai Duty Free
Dubai Airports

Government Entities
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Certifications
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Group of Companies
RONS Facilities Management LLC

RONS Diving and Marine Services LLC
Eat & Treat Catering Services LLC

UNIK Plus Technical Services
Bubbles and Sparkle Cleaning Service
Al Safooh Tankers Cleaning Services

Best Specialized Cleaning Company
Best Grease Trap Cleaning Company

Awarded in 2021



RONS has technicians and specialists throughout the UAE, particularly in Dubai, Abu 
Dhabi, Sharjah, Ras Al Khaimah, and Al Ain available 24/7.

 
Let's talk about your requirements... 

Call now to avail free quotation at 800-RONS. That is 800-7667.



In a drive for further efficiency, quality, and safety, 
RONS’ Specialized Cleaning Division has acquired 

the latest, most powerful, and state-of-the-art 
equipment as part of its ever-evolving service.

 
The unit described as one of the most powerful 
commercial vacuuming unit allows the team to 

perform large-scale tank cleaning with efficiency 
and ease. This is made in part by the sheer power 
of the trailer-mounted vacuum unit that gives the 
team the capacity to clean tanks up to a depth of 

35m in some cases, as well as remove a large 
amount of debris within a short period of time.

 

SUPER SUCKER:
THE MOST POWERFUL

INDUSTRIAL VACUUM UNIT



@ronsenv i rocare l l cof f i c ia l
Head Office: RONS Enviro Care Building, 

Industrial Area 1, Ras Al Khor, PO Box 52580, Dubai, UAE
WhatsApp & Toll-free: +971 800-RONS (7667)

Email: info@rons.ae
Website: www.ronsenvirocare.com


